
iRods and NSC info and demo meeting 130920 

Participants: Martin Moche, Helena Berglund, Tim Schulte, Torben Rasmussen, Damian Niegowski, Lionel 

Tresaugues, Alena Stsiapanava 

1. The introduction powerpoint was presented 

2. Proposed initial iRods usage at PSF – slide 6 

All data in iRods should be granted to corresponding research group immediately after irsync 

suggested by Lionel Tresaugues.  This was estimated to be less work for admin than granting on 

request.  

3.  The current pilot (test) project has 10 TB of iRods data storage granted and joint application will 

be created with research groups interested in participating coordinated by PSF.  iRods will go 

into production mode from Nov 1, 2013. 

4.  iRods Demo (see i-Commands at www.irods.org):  

- How three iRods users Lionel, Tobias and Martin (admin) can “see” all data stored in iRods but 

not iget or irsync it to PSF computers unless granted by admin. 

- How all iRods users could search through ALL available data (granted and non-granted) using 

ilocate and estimate size of directories using iquest. 

5. iRods questions from the meeting: 

It remains to find out if iRods access can be given to each individual laptop of a research group 

however each individual laptop of a research group can easily access NSC Triolith via thinlinc 

client (www.cendio.com) and iRods and XDS is available at NSC Triolith .  

6. Computing at NSC Triolith Demo: 

 - Thinlinc login and .bashrc settings.  

Simply terminate the thinlinc window when leaving work and login again and continue editing 

once back, at home, abroad etc. 

- Estimate computing time and get an interactive node for computation. Compute. Perform Exit 

in terminal window. 

Estimating the time it takes to finish a job in interactive mode is difficult.  NSC wants to provide 

the structural biology dedicated nodes disabling the need to get an interactive node and 

estimating computing time.   

- Recent progress: First Rosetta-MR job from Phenix GUI run succesfully last week   

 



7. Torben Rasmussen Schrödinger Demo: 

Glide docking job briefly demonstrated.  Most, maybe all Schrödinger modules are available at 

NSC today. 

  


